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we are going to focus on the topics which will be useful to you when performing pentesting including post exploitation activities like cracking passwords and accounts, bypassing the user’s account and privileges and gaining access to file shares.in addition you will be able to see some common used software tools and how they
work. active directory domain controllers (adcs) are a critical part of an active directory network infrastructure. these are servers that join a computer domain in order to provide access to a domain controllers advanced functions and services such as authentication, authorization, network services. essentially domain controllers

hold copies of the active directory directory and associate user accounts with the domain. dns is an essential element of a computer network, consisting of a set of ip addresses that correspond to the ip addresses of the computers to which users are connected. the correct address configuration of a domain is more important
than many other attributes of the network. because user accounts and applications are often bound to a specific ip address, setting up a domain with the correct ip addresses and dns has profound implications. once you have the samba server and the tools needed to crack the users password you will then need to know how

the user account passwords are stored in the system. there are 4 main ways passwords can be stored: our backdoors are quick to start and easily integrate into the target environment. they often need no user input to run and can run silently in the background. our backdoors use stealth to avoid detection, which prevents even
the most complex detection solutions from discovering them. delivered with a 256-bit aes encryption key, our backdoors are fitted with tamper-resistant hardware that makes your data safe.
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first of all we are going to need to obtain a shell and in this tutorial we will be using the sh shell due to its simplicity and the good support from netguardians.when we are given an ssh login we can
enumerate all the hosts that our shell can connect to. the glpi binary is a python script that checks if it can connect to the system and if it is a unix system if it has the sh command.if we are root, we can

use glpi to see if it can connect to the system and if it does then we can also see if we can execute the sh command. so if we see this output we know that we can connect to the system and that the
binaries are already there.in order to find the passwd binary we can use the find command or use the grep command.here is an example of how to do that: for those of you who are looking for more data

about the methods used in this tutorial, please check out the following links: "daniel lie cracking tutorial" "how to crack your own adobe key file and shadow" if the shadow file is successfully cracked and its
cracked password has been transferred to the cracked.txt file, then we are one step closer to getting free access to the john.last step is to run john.as with the previous scan we will be using the -i flag in

the command. this is the flag used in order to specify the input filename.as with the password scanner, we will be specifying the full path to the cracking/ directory as the input. 5ec8ef588b
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